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1-800-CHRISTIAN (1-800-247-4784)
PRAY ABOUT EVERYTHING—PRAYER PILLOW
Poly/cotton tapestry front with polyester fill. Includes back pocket to insert your prayer reminders. 12" x 8". Made in the USA.
CU12793 Retail $21.99 $13.99

PRAY ABOUT EVERYTHING—PRAYER PILLOW
Poly/cotton tapestry front with polyester fill. Includes back pocket to insert your prayer reminders. 12" x 8". Made in the USA.

NEW!
Mom, from the moment I was born, you showed me the way through this wonderful world. You taught me to see beauty in everything. I see the beauty in you, Mom.

MOM—BOOKMARK WITH TASSEL
Every time she opens her Bible, she'll hear your words of blessing and affirmation! Scripture benediction from Numbers 6:24–26.
CU48783X $2.99

Buy 3 or more
and pay $3.99
each

“Grow in grace. 2 Peter 3:18.”

WOMAN OF GOD—TOTE BAG
This flat-bottomed jute tote with drop handles is roomy enough to carry your Bible, phone, keys, and more! 11¼" x 7¾".
CU157332 Retail $7.99 $6.99

SAVE 33%

GREEN stock numbers with star ★ symbol = FREE Standard Shipping to addresses in the U.S.
THE WOMAN GOD SEES—GIFT COLLECTION, ESV
This delightful collection is packed with perfect gifts for your small-group members, friends, or yourself!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU146675</td>
<td>Pen and Bookmark</td>
<td>5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU146606</td>
<td>Pen and Prayer Journal</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU147047</td>
<td>Ceramic Mug</td>
<td>9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU147031</td>
<td>Tote Bag</td>
<td>5.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

View gifts featuring the KJV at Christianbook.com/gifts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU147191</td>
<td>Compact Mirror</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU146613</td>
<td>Pen and Prayer Journal</td>
<td>8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU216181</td>
<td>Prayer Journal</td>
<td>5.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOVE YOU, MOM—PENDANT
She’ll treasure your warmth-filled words and wear them close to her heart! Stainless steel pendant hangs on a matching 18” chain.

CU40652 Retail $16.99 $14.99

NEW!
BE STILL AND KNOW—MANICURE SET
Ponder God’s presence in every moment! Includes clippers, brush, emery board, and cuticle pusher. 3” x 4½”

CU171394 Retail $6.99 $5.99

FOUR-SEASON INSPIRATIONAL MEMO PADS
Keep track of the details! Magnetic backs. Pack of 12. See Christianbook.com for list of verses. 2½” x 6” each.

CU603248 Retail $11.99 $9.99

SAVE $2

WOMAN OF GOD COMPACT MIRROR WITH SPANISH/ENGLISH FOLDOUT BOOK
Attractive and affordable, this accessory is a perfect party favor for the ladies! Includes companion bilingual booklet.

CU128626 $3.99

Christianbook EXCLUSIVE

Buy 6 or more and SAVE 50¢ each

Best-selling collection starting at $3.99

LOVE YOU, MOM—PENDANT

NEW!
BE STILL AND KNOW—MANICURE SET
**TURQUOISE-BEADED STRETCH BRACELET WITH CROSS CHARMS**
Glittering beads, copper embellishments, and dangling charms surround a rhinestone-trimmed cross on this sparkling faith—and fashion—statement!
CU017069 Retail $16.99 $9.99

**BLESSED—BIBLE COVER**
Feel stylish and organized with this purse-style cover! Features rose gold-tone hardware, 2-way zipper closure, pen loop, interior photo holders, and exterior slip pockets.
Retail $34.99 $29.99 each
CU142756 Medium (9" x 6¼")
CU142741 Large (9½" x 6¼")

**THE NIV WOMAN’S FULL-COLOR STUDY BIBLE**
Splashed with color throughout, this perennial favorite invites women to experience renewal, hope, and transformation. Features essays from women who are experts in theology, archaeology, philosophy, and other fields.
CU212379 Hardcover, teal/brown floral 49.99 33.99
CU215152 Clothbound hardcover, blue floral 59.99 40.99
CU239371 Soft leather-look, blue—indexed 89.99 60.99
CU215114 Soft leather-look, blue floral/brown 79.99 53.99
★ CU257592 Genuine leather, black 159.99 59.99
★ CU257622 Genuine leather, black—indexed 174.99 84.99

**101 FAVORITE BIBLE VERSES FOR WOMEN—BOX OF BLESSINGS**
Draw encouragement from this box of blessings! Fifty-one elegantly designed, double-sided cards feature Bible verses just for women. 2½" x 3¼"
CU086937 $4.99

**MAJESTIC BIBLE TABS**
Quickly locate Old and New Testament passages with these pre-cut, self-adhesive tabs! Includes Catholic books. Printed on both sides, 84 tabs.
CU770825 Retail $5.99 $4.29

**GOOD MORNING! THIS IS GOD—BISTRO MUG**
Make a strong statement with bold colors of matte brown and orange, a vintage design, and 16 ounces of your favorite brew! Microwave/dishwasher safe.
CU48538X Retail $19.99 $12.99

**ADJUSTABLE CAPS**
Don one of these chapeaus and you’ll be in the shade—and in style! One size fits all.
Retail $14.99 $12.99 each
CU539208 Woman of Faith (Proverbs 31:30)
CU37884X God’s Army

**BLESSING—BEADED BRACELET WITH CHARMS**
Trendy and chic! This stretch bracelet is complemented with gold-tone charms and crystal rondels. Fits most wrists.
CU016833 Retail $16.99 $9.99

**WOMAN OF GOD—STRETCH BRACELET**
Encourage her in her Christian journey with this scriptural reminder! Silver-tone stretch bracelet fits most wrists.
CU019605 Retail $12.99 $9.99

**BLESSED—BEADED BRACELET**
CU18833

**BURQSA—BEADED BRACELET**
CU18833

**ADJUSTABLE CAPS**
CU539208 Woman of Faith (Proverbs 31:30)
CU37884X God’s Army

**101 FAVORITE BIBLE VERSES FOR WOMEN—BOX OF BLESSINGS**
CU086937 $4.99

**MAJESTIC BIBLE TABS**
CU770825 Retail $5.99 $4.29

**GOOD MORNING! THIS IS GOD—BISTRO MUG**
CU48538X Retail $19.99 $12.99
Buy 6 or more and pay ONLY $3.99 each

STRONG AND COURAGEOUS—MULTI-TOOL KEY CHAIN
Your everyday gear! An affordable gift for men’s ministries, this multi-tool key chain includes a knife, file, and scissors. 2½” long.

CU130575 $4.99

METAL SCREWDRIVER 8-IN-1 SET WITH CASE
This 8-in-1 metal screwdriver set includes three standard bits and five Phillips heads in a 4” case with belt clip.

CU148631 $5.49

GIFT PENS WITH MATCHING CASES
A thoughtful gift for your dad or granddad! Ballpoint pens with matching cases feature biblical messages, silver-tone trim, and pocket clips.

CU1002338 Dark blue (Jeremiah 29:11)
CU1000594X Black (1 Timothy 6:11)
CU0132429 Teal blue (Jeremiah 29:11)

“*They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength. . . .*” Isaiah 40:31.

MAN OF GOD—PEN AND BOOKMARK
Inspire the men in your life to a renewed faith while they’re reading and writing. Black-ink pen with bookmark. Gift boxed.

CU147436 Retail $5.99 $4.99

MAN OF GOD 5-IN-1 KIT WITH TAPE MEASURE
A gift he’s sure to use! This versatile tool includes 14” tape measure, laser, calculator, sticky notes, and pen.

CU285720 Retail $34.99 $24.99

MAN OF GOD 14-IN-1 WRENCH/SOCKET SET
For the MacGyver in your life! 14-piece Allen wrench and socket set measures 4” x 3”. Gift boxed.

CU285494 Retail $13.99 $11.99

4-IN-1 MICRO-REPAIR SCREWDRIVER KEY RING FOR FATHER’S DAY
Handy 4-in-1 key ring features flathead, Phillips, and two small hex socket screwdrivers. Includes pocket card.

CU151951 $3.99

“**They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength. . . .**” Isaiah 40:31.

GIFT PENS WITH MATCHING CASES
A thoughtful gift for your dad or granddad! Ballpoint pens with matching cases feature biblical messages, silver-tone trim, and pocket clips.

CU1002338 Dark blue (Jeremiah 29:11)
CU1000594X Black (1 Timothy 6:11)
CU0132429 Teal blue (Jeremiah 29:11)

“**They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength. . . .**” Isaiah 40:31.

MAN OF GOD—PEN AND BOOKMARK
Inspire the men in your life to a renewed faith while they’re reading and writing. Black-ink pen with bookmark. Gift boxed.

CU147436 Retail $5.99 $4.99

MAN OF GOD 5-IN-1 KIT WITH TAPE MEASURE
A gift he’s sure to use! This versatile tool includes 14” tape measure, laser, calculator, sticky notes, and pen.

CU285720 Retail $34.99 $24.99

MAN OF GOD 14-IN-1 WRENCH/SOCKET SET
For the MacGyver in your life! 14-piece Allen wrench and socket set measures 4” x 3”. Gift boxed.

CU285494 Retail $13.99 $11.99

4-IN-1 MICRO-REPAIR SCREWDRIVER KEY RING FOR FATHER’S DAY
Handy 4-in-1 key ring features flathead, Phillips, and two small hex socket screwdrivers. Includes pocket card.

CU151951 $3.99

“**They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength. . . .**” Isaiah 40:31.

GIFT PENS WITH MATCHING CASES
A thoughtful gift for your dad or granddad! Ballpoint pens with matching cases feature biblical messages, silver-tone trim, and pocket clips.

CU1002338 Dark blue (Jeremiah 29:11)
CU1000594X Black (1 Timothy 6:11)
CU0132429 Teal blue (Jeremiah 29:11)

“**They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength. . . .**” Isaiah 40:31.

MAN OF GOD—PEN AND BOOKMARK
Inspire the men in your life to a renewed faith while they’re reading and writing. Black-ink pen with bookmark. Gift boxed.

CU147436 Retail $5.99 $4.99

MAN OF GOD 5-IN-1 KIT WITH TAPE MEASURE
A gift he’s sure to use! This versatile tool includes 14” tape measure, laser, calculator, sticky notes, and pen.

CU285720 Retail $34.99 $24.99

MAN OF GOD 14-IN-1 WRENCH/SOCKET SET
For the MacGyver in your life! 14-piece Allen wrench and socket set measures 4” x 3”. Gift boxed.

CU285494 Retail $13.99 $11.99
IN ALL THY WAYS—PEWTER BRACELET WITH MORTARBOARD GIFT BOX
Send your grads on to their next challenge with this beautiful lead-free pewter bangle! Features words from Proverbs 3:6. 2⅛ diam.
CU11400X Retail $16.99 $14.99

2024 GRADUATION KEY RING WITH MORTARBOARD GIFT BOX
Unlock the door to success for your grads with this shining zinc key ring! Gift boxed. 4" x 1⅛
CU202499 Retail $10.99 $9.99

GRADUATION BOXED CARDS
As your graduates contemplate the road ahead, reassure them that Jesus holds their future in the palm of his hand. 12 cards (three each of four designs) unless noted otherwise.
CU56984X Bright Future (KJV)
CU701849 Paths (KJV)
CU754161 Dream Big (NIV & The Message)

PERSONALIZED DELUXE JOURNALS
Engrave the name of someone special on the cover for an extra-special gift! 80 lined pages. Elastic band enclosure.
Large (5¼ x 8¼):
$19.99 each
CU2639831 Tan (Jeremiah 29:11)
CU2640041 Gray (Jeremiah 29:11)
CU263983X Tan (Proverbs 3:5)
CU264004X Gray (Proverbs 3:5)
$12.99 each
CU2639691 Tan (Jeremiah 29:11)
CU2639761 Gray (Jeremiah 29:11)
CU263969X Tan (Proverbs 3:5)
CU263976X Gray (Proverbs 3:5)

JEREMIAH 29:11 PEN AND PENCIL GIFT SETS
An inspiring gift for graduates. Metal ballpoint pen with touch-screen stylus and mechanical pencil are both engraved. Gift boxed.
CU452026 Violet and silver
CU452029 Black and silver

PERSONALIZE IT!
“For I know the plans I have for you . . . .” Jeremiah 29:11.

JEREMIAH 29:11 PLAQUE WITH PHOTO FRAME
This handsome commemorative plaque includes space for a photo, diploma, and tassel—preserving proof of your hard-won accomplishment!
CU712542 Retail $49.99 $39.99

GRADUATION ANGEL VISOR CLIP
Featuring a seraph with graduation cap and diploma, this silver-tone enamel visor clip inspires strength for life’s journey! 1¼ x 2".
CU264117 Retail $6.99 $5.99

HEART & CROSS GRADUATION PENDANT
A 1" x 1" rhodium heart encloses a cross with floral tendrils and a graduation cap. 18" chain. Gift boxed.
CU268130 Retail $20.99 $17.99

GRADUATION KEY RING
Debossed with God’s promise, this sturdy stainless steel key ring measures 1½ x 3¼. Gift boxed.
CU102095X Retail $9.99 $8.99

CLASS OF 2024 T-SHIRT
Retail $16.99 $11.99 each
CU20240S Small (36–38)
CU20240M Medium (38–40)
CU20240L Large (42–44)
CU20240XL X-Large (46–48)
CU20240XX XX-Large (50–52)
CU20240X3 3X-Large (54–56) 18.99 $11.99

Blessings on your graduation. May this pendant be a reminder of the heart and dedication your achievements required.

Blessings on your graduation. May this pendant be a reminder of the heart and dedication your achievements required.

CARD) Blessings on your graduation. May this pendant be a reminder of the heart and dedication your achievements required.

CHRISTIANBOOK EXCLUSIVE

CLASS OF 2024 GRADUATION THROW
Covered by God’s reassuring promises, your graduate will feel warm and cozy wrapped in this 80% polyester/20% cotton throw. Measures 50" x 60". Machine washable.
CU202493 Retail $49.99 $32.99

“Buy 3 or more assorted gifts and SAVE $10.00 on each”

CLASS OF 2024 GRADUATION ANGEL VISOR CLIP
Featuring a seraph with graduation cap and diploma, this silver-tone enamel visor clip inspires strength for life’s journey! 1¼ x 2”.
CU264117 Retail $6.99 $5.99

Christianbook EXCLUSIVE

CHRISTIANBOOK EXCLUSIVE

CLASS OF 2024 GRADUATION ANGEL VISOR CLIP
Featuring a seraph with graduation cap and diploma, this silver-tone enamel visor clip inspires strength for life’s journey! 1¼ x 2”.
CU264117 Retail $6.99 $5.99

Class of 2024. “For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord. Plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.” Jeremiah 29:11.
Praying for You

A. CU236883 Country Wanderings (KJV) 10.99 6.99
B. CU569395 Watercolor Prayers (KJV) 16.99 6.99
C. CU139874 Heartfelt Prayers (KJV) 10.99 6.99
D. CU180009 Country Cheer (NIV) 10.99 6.99
E. CU7011216 Uplifting You (KJV) 14.99 6.99
F. CU765619 The Lord’s Love Never Ends (various translations) 10.99 6.99
G. CU8770855 Moments in Prayer (KJV) 10.99 6.99
H. CU158157 Faithful Prayers (NIV) 10.99 6.99

Box of 12 cards ONLY $6.99

GIVE GENUINE SENTIMENTS FROM YOUR Heart
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>KJV Price</th>
<th>NIV Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU221228</td>
<td>Ocean Views (KJV)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU211187</td>
<td>Paths of Inspiration (KJV/16)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU146884</td>
<td>Words of Hope (KJV)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU239684</td>
<td>Butterfly Garden (NIV)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU7012909</td>
<td>Furry Friends (KJV)</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU7012840</td>
<td>Doors of Hope (TPT)</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU769843</td>
<td>God’s Comfort (KJV)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>KJV Price</th>
<th>NIV Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU660677</td>
<td>Peanuts (various translations),</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU011285</td>
<td>Church Kitchen Ladies (KJV)</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU157982</td>
<td>Heavenly Hymns (KJV)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU162235</td>
<td>Seaside Sentiments (NIV)</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU765636</td>
<td>A Little Thought, a Little Prayer (NIV &amp; NLT)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU221209</td>
<td>Bowers and Birds (KJV)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU221193</td>
<td>Lighthouses (KJV)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU264302X</td>
<td>Heartland Greetings (KJV)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU221889</td>
<td>Gentle Thoughts (KJV)</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU01189X</td>
<td>Be Hopeful (TPT)</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Encouragement**

**Thinking of You**

**All Occasion**

Buy 3 or more assorted boxes and SAVE $100 on each box.
Special Greetings AT DEEP SAVINGS!

Get Well

A. CU139905 Comfort of God’s Care (KJV)
B. CU146917 Glory and Majesty (KJV)
C. CU8770854 A Year of Grace (NIV)
D. CU769332 Thoughts of You (KJV)
E. CU226844X Chalk Art (KJV)
F. CU8770853 Wish You Well (KJV)
G. CU8770852 Teacup Wishes (KJV)
H. CU813669 Floral Designs (KJV)
I. CU81290X Feathered Friends (KJV)

Sympathy

A. CU257424X God’s Promises (KJV)
B. CU135596 Trusting in Him (KJV)
C. CU257416X In His Comfort (KJV)
D. CU769485 Precious Memories (KJV)
E. CU769584 Pathways (KJV)
F. CU153446 Peaceful Paths (NIV)
G. CU8770857 Spirit of Peace (KJV)
H. CU813814 Tranquility (KJV)
I. CU8770856 Peace and Strength (KJV)
J. CU255736X Everlasting Light (KJV)

Shop our full selection of cards at Christianbook.com
Anniversary

A. CU846380 A Lifelong Love (KJV)
B. CU132033 Anniversary Blessings (KJV)
C. CU146886 Celebrating Your Love (KJV)
D. CU217171 Cottages (KJV)
E. CU010219 Love Languages (KJV)
F. CU158038 Now & Forever (NIV)
G. CU5224194 Floral Blessings (KJV)

Thank You

A. CU002299 Everlasting Thanks (KJV)
B. CU254878 Purple Florals (KJV)
C. CU8770859 Gratitude (KJV)
D. CU765629 God’s World Is a Kinder Place (NIV)
E. CU139902 Heartfelt Thanks (KJV)
F. CU7011957 Can’t Say It Enough
G. CU158196 Simply Thankful
H. CU255207 Seashore (KJV)

Pastor & Service

A. CU72106X Ministry Appreciation (KJV)
B. CU753270 Thank You for Your Service (KJV)
C. CU847282 Service Appreciation (KJV & NIV)

Buy 3 or more assorted boxes and SAVE $100 on each box
NEVER FORGET THEIR Birthdays

Box of 12 cards ONLY $6.99 (retail $10.99)

A. CU769096 Indigo Garden (KJV)
B. CU877084 Curious Kittens (KJV)
C. CU768860 Good and Faithful Servant (KJV & NIV)
D. CU255606X His Gifts (KJV)
E. CU768716 Favorite Friends (KJV)
F. CU8770850 You’re Special (KJV)
G. CU812992 Majestic Mountains (KJV)
H. CU255621X Furry Friends (KJV)
I. CU213409 Whitetail Deer (various translations)
J. CU8770846 Sweet Celebrations (KJV)
K. CU8770849 Treasured Moments (KJV)
L. CU813043 Flights of Fancy (KJV)
M. CU813553 Artful Blessings (KJV)
N. CU8770843 Chalkboard Greetings (KJV)
O. CU813461 Pretty Packages (KJV)
P. CU421340 Roses (KJV)
Q. CU8770841 Beacon of Faith (KJV)
R. CU8770840 A Year of Grace (KJV)
S. CU876865 Sunshine (KJV)
T. CU878053 Fuzzy Friends (KJV)

(Images of different birthday cards are displayed)
When you remember their birthdays, they know they are loved. Keep a box or two on hand so you’re always sure to mark the occasion with a little something extra! Each box includes 12 cards (three each of four designs) and envelopes.

Buy 3 or more assorted boxes and SAVE $1.00 on each box.

TOUCHING BIRTHDAY GREETING CARDS

MORE GREETING CARDS AVAILABLE AT CHRISTIANBOOK.COM/CARDS

A. CU221131 Ocean Scenes (KJV)
B. CU180344 Mountain Scenes (NIV)
C. CU179560 Butterflies (various translations)
D. CU139850 Fragrant Bouquets (NIV)
E. CU180351 Lively Mixed Graphics (various translations)
F. CU222372X Flower Baskets (NIV)
G. CU239660 Festive Wishes (KJV)
H. CU010240X Eagles’ Wings (KJV)
I. CU178921 For Him (various translations)
J. CU146836 Farmhouse Blessings (KJV)
K. CU213447 Trains (KJV)
L. CU4213423 Woods & Water (KJV)
M. CU26851X Kids’ Zoo Friends (NIV)
N. CU8770845 Playful Puppies (KJV)
O. CU215519 Happiness (NIV)
P. CU213365 Herb Garden (KJV)
Q. CU4208016 Childhood Dreams (KJV)
ADD SOME SHINE & Celebrate Her!

THE BLESSING OF YOUR FRIENDSHIP—MUSIC BOX
The picture-frame lid makes this music box unique. Collect keepsakes as it plays "Amazing Grace." 6" x 4" x 2½"
CU184676 Retail $26.99 $22.99
View more at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU918211 Granddaughter 25.99 22.99
CU918238 Sister, I Love You 25.99 22.99
CU179917 Amazing Grace 34.99 29.99

WOMAN OF GOD BEADED BRACELETS
Boho chic semiprecious stone stretch bracelets with silver-plated cross charm and inspirational poem on each card. 2" diam.
CU3581010 Blue accents
CU3581040 Pink accents

STONE BEAD BRACELETS WITH CROSS ACCENT
Wear your faith on your sleeve with this semiprecious stone and cross-charm stretch bracelet. 5¼" diam.
CU3678800 Brown with gold cross
CU3678700 Blue with silver cross

MULTI-LAYER BRACELETS WITH CROSS ACCENT
Inspirational bracelets with strands of leather, beads, studded cross charm, and magnetic clasp. 7½" diam.
CU3770900 Natural
CU3771001 Black

All New Styles to Mix & Match! ONLY $10.99 each
PRAYER CHANGES THINGS—MOOD BRACELET
Crystal beads, cross charm, toggle clasp, and color-changing mood bead make this bracelet Christian chic. Gift boxed. 7½"
CU8768207 Retail $34.99 $31.99

“Love is patient, love is kind. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. Love never fails.” 1 Corinthians 13:4-8.

LOVE IS—STERLING SILVER PENDANT
Genuine sterling silver heart necklace, resplendent with Paul’s timeless words. Pendant: 1½” x 1¼”; 18” chain. Gift boxed.
★CU00962X Retail $89.99 $76.99
View more at Christianbook.com/gifts:
★CU96364 Seek Me and Find Me (Jeremiah 29:13) 89.99 76.99
★CU00950X The Best and Most Beautiful Things (Helen Keller) 89.99 76.99

THE COLORS OF FRIENDSHIP—BRACELET
Crafted of multicolored freshwater pearls and a sterling silver cross. Gift boxed with message card. 7½"
CU96032Y Retail $29.99 $26.99

“I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.” Jeremiah 29:11.

I KNOW THE PLANS—MOBIUS NECKLACE WITH CHARMS
Faithful and fashionable! This Mobius pendant engraved with Scripture holds a cluster of detailed charms. Comes with a 30” chain.

“I am my beloved’s, and my beloved is mine.” Song of Solomon 6:3
CU980708Y Retail $24.99 $19.99 each

VIEW MORE AT CHRISTIANBOOK.COM/GIFTS:
★CU96364 Seek Me and Find Me (Jeremiah 29:13) 89.99 76.99
★CU00950X The Best and Most Beautiful Things (Helen Keller) 89.99 76.99

HEAR, O ISRAEL—HEBREW/ENGLISH STERLING SILVER RING
This sterling silver ring showcases a beloved verse from Deuteronomy 6:4 in exquisite bilingual engraving. Arrives in a white gift box.
CU8770186 Size 6 32.00 23.99
CU8770187 Size 7 31.60 28.44
CU8770188 Size 8 31.60 28.44
CU8770189 Size 9 31.60 28.44
CU8770190 Size 10 31.60 28.44

VINEYARD CROSS JEWELRY COLLECTION
Show your faith with subtle elegance. Made of sterling silver. Each piece is gift boxed.
CU481716 Pendant Necklace 39.99 33.99
CU481723 Earrings 29.99 25.99
★CU483062 Necklace and Earrings Set 69.99 57.99

Openware ring:
Retail $24.99 $19.99 each
CU715208 Size 5 CU715209 Size 6 CU820488 Size 9
CU715216 Size 7 CU481709 Size 10

CROSS & DOVE STERLING SILVER PENDANT
Lovely sterling silver cross affirms Christ’s sacrifice while the dove displays the Spirit’s renewal. Made in Israel. 18”
CU8769163 Retail $35.46 $31.91

“Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one.”

I AM MY BELOVED’S—HEBREW/ENGLISH STERLING SILVER RING
She’ll love this sterling silver ring’s bilingual sentiment from Song of Solomon 6:3! Openwork Hebrew letters adorn the surface, with the English translation engraved inside. Gift boxed.
CU8770171 Size 6/ CU8770172 Size 8/ CU8770173 Size 9/ CU8770174 Size 10/
Commemorate the Occasion
with something she’ll treasure!

**MUSTARD SEED PENDANT**
Keep the faith with this genuine mustard seed in 1" acrylic pendant. 18" nickel-free chain.
CU167414 Retail $11.99 $9.99

**STAR OF BETHLEHEM**
STERLING SILVER/ZIRCON PENDANT
A striking symbol of God's love—crafted in Israel! Sterling silver with cubic zirconium. 1½" x 1½"
CU8771088 Retail $44.99 $39.99

**BLUE OPAL CROSS PENDANT**
Luxurious yet simple, this ⅛" x ⅛" cross is crafted in the Holy Land of blue opal and sterling silver. Hangs on an 18" box chain.
CU8769548 Retail $35.99 $29.99

**BRACELET**
Share your love of the Lord with this stylish beaded stretch bracelet featuring crosses, turquoise stones, and copper accents.
2⅛ diam.
CU8100085 Bracelet

**OLIVE WOOD BRACELETS FROM BETHLEHEM**
Wear your faith on your sleeve! Handcrafted of genuine olive wood from the Holy Land, these graceful stretch bracelets include a silver-plated cross charm.
CU822086 With white beads and cross dangle
CU822093 With natural beads and inset cross
CU822109 With white beads and inset cross

**NEW!**

**WRAP BEADED BRACELET**
Share your love of the Lord with this stylish beaded stretch bracelet featuring crosses, turquoise stones, and copper accents. 2⅛ diam.
CU8049790 Retail $19.99 $16.99

**NEW!**

**LOVE LIKE JESUS—DOUBLE PENDANT NECKLACE**
Hold faith close to your heart! Two gold-plated ½" diameter pendants adorn a 22" chain.
CU406902 $3.99

**BESTSELLER!**

**MUSTARD SEED JEWELRY**
Wherever God may lead, your mustard seed of faith can move those mountains! From DEMDACO.

**NEW!**

**OLIVE WOOD BRACELETS FROM BETHLEHEM**
Wear your faith on your sleeve! Handcrafted of genuine olive wood from the Holy Land, these graceful stretch bracelets include a silver-plated cross charm.
CU822086 With white beads and cross dangle
CU822093 With natural beads and inset cross
CU822109 With white beads and inset cross

**ONLY $8.99 each**
(retail $9.99)
NEW!

**NEW! MEMORIAL TEAR STERLING SILVER PENDANT**
Exquisite genuine sterling silver necklace with 18" chain. Gift box included. Made in the USA.

- **CU111000** Retail $54.99 **$39.99**
- **View more online at Christianbook.com/gifts:**
  - **CU100058X** Molded Sterling Silver Pendant 76.99 65.99
  - **CU104360X** Sterling Silver Pendant with Heart Background 76.99 64.99
  - **CU10565** Pin with Gift Card 8.99 7.99
  - **CU11105X** Pocket Token 5.49

"Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous! Do not tremble or be dismayed, for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go." Joshua 1:9.

**COURAGE—CROSS PENDANT**
Stunning stainless steel and ebony cross necklace decorated with electroplated Scripture. 1½" pendant. 24" chain.

- **CU8000194** Retail $45.99 **$39.99**

"Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened." Matthew 7:7.

**ASK, SEEK, KNOCK—MOBIUS BRACELET**
For prayer warriors! Delicate silver-plated Mobius bracelet dangles a cross-shaped charm.

- **CU141372** Retail $17.99 **$15.99**
- **View another at Christianbook.com/gifts:**
  - **CU141402X** Footprints 17.99 15.99

"Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous! Do not tremble or be dismayed, for the Lord your God is with you wherever you go." Joshua 1:9.

**SISTERS—STRETCH BRACELET**
Mixed metal stretch bracelet measures 8" and fits most adult wrists.

- **CU983969** Retail $14.99 **$12.99**


**YOUR JOURNEY—PRAYER BRACELETS**
Trendy strands of pearls, beads, and gemstones come in a variety of colors. Gift boxed. Fit wrists 6" to 10".

- **CU546951** Blue accents
- **CU473123** Gray accents
- **CU472113** Turquoise accents

**ONLY $26.99 each** (retail $28.99)

**CROWN OF THORNS & CROSS PENDANT**
Keep a reminder close to your heart. Pendant measures 1½" with a 30" chain. Made in the USA.

- **CU033894** Retail $11.99 **$9.99**

**LEATHER AND TWINE BRACELETS**
Show the world your raw faith! Ruggedly crafted of genuine leather and braided twine with a solid metal tag, these 8" adjustable bracelets declare their message unflinchingly.

- **CU113840X** Forgiven
- **CU38950X** Believe
- **CU13833X** WWJD?

ONLY **$5.99 each** (retail $6.99)
“Take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one. Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the spirit which is the Word of God. Ephesians 6:14–17.

FULL ARMOR OF GOD FIGURINE
A striking symbol of God’s protection! Vintage historical finish. Scripture-engraved base. Gift boxed. 9½”
CU377805X Retail $30.00 $27.99
Also available in a larger size:
CU509534 12˝ Figurine 49.99 42.99

PRAYING WOMAN SCULPTURE
Beautifully detailed Moments of Faith sculpture on protective felt backing. Bronze-tone cast stone. 4½” x 4½” x 2¼”
CU201519 Retail $24.99 $21.99
View another at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU201502X Praying Man 24.99 21.99

DAUGHTER, YOU HAVE MY HEART
Honor your precious mother/daughter bond with this heavenly messenger! By Barbara Lloyd. Resin. 5”
CU12059X Retail $12.99 $9.99

GREAT FRIENDS ARE LIKE STARS
A sweet way to simply say, “Thank you for always being there.” Designed by Barbara Lloyd. Resin. 5½”
CU8117238 Retail $14.99 $11.99

THE SOWER
A powerful image of faithful ministry! Cast-stone statue measures 4¼” x 6½” x 3” and features felt lining on the base. Gift boxed.
CU201277 Retail $25.99 $22.99

PRAYER SCULPTURES
Moving portrayals of the heart of intercession. Bronze tone finish with wooden base. 7” x 6” x 5½” each.
CU20114X Praying Woman 58.99 49.99
CU20112X Praying Man 69.99 59.99

PRAISE SCULPTURES
Moving portrayals of the heart of intercession. Bronze tone finish with wooden base. 7” x 6” x 5½” each.

IF I DIDN’T HAVE YOU AS A FRIEND
This bouquet-bearing beauty makes an inspired gift for all your BFFs! Barbara Lloyd design. Resin. 4”
CU8110031 Retail $14.99 $11.99

FULL ARMOR OF GOD FIGURINE
An inspiring symbol for your desk or shelf! This resin figurine features a Bible base, shield, and suit of armor. 9”
CU343787 Retail $45.99 $39.99

View another at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU20114X Praying Woman 58.99 49.99
CU20112X Praying Man 69.99 59.99

THE SOWER
A powerful image of faithful ministry! Cast-stone statue measures 4¼” x 6½” x 3” and features felt lining on the base. Gift boxed.
CU201277 Retail $25.99 $22.99

PRAYING MAN SCULPTURE
Beautifully detailed Moments of Faith sculpture on protective felt backing. Bronze-tone cast stone. 4½” x 4½” x 2¼”
CU201519 Retail $24.99 $21.99
View another at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU201502X Praying Man 24.99 21.99

If I didn’t have you as a friend
This bouquet-bearing beauty makes an inspired gift for all your BFFs! Barbara Lloyd design. Resin. 4”
CU8110031 Retail $14.99 $11.99

Great Friends Are Like Stars
A sweet way to simply say, “Thank you for always being there.” Designed by Barbara Lloyd. Resin. 5½”
CU8117238 Retail $14.99 $11.99

Commemorative Figurines for Your Loved Ones starting at $9.99

Commemorative Figurines for Your Loved Ones starting at $9.99
A PLACE IN MY HEART
This charming folk-art-style angel by Barbara Lloyd makes a heartfelt gift for cherished friends. Resin. 5"
CU8117085 Retail $12.99 $9.99

HOW WONDERFUL LIFE IS
For that special someone who brings sparkle to your life! By Barbara Lloyd. Resin. 5"
CU8117115 Retail $12.99 $9.99

SOMETIMES YOU JUST NEED YOUR GRANDMA
A love that will live forever. This resin seraph from Barbara Lloyd. 5¼"
CU8117252 Retail $12.99 $9.99

FRIEND, YOU HAVE BLESSED MY LIFE!
A great gift for your bestie. Handpainted resin. 3"
CU809270 Retail $14.99 $11.99

A PLACE IN MY HEART
This charming folk-art-style angel by Barbara Lloyd makes a heartfelt gift for cherished friends. Resin. 5"
CU8117085 Retail $12.99 $9.99

SHOW THE EXCEPTIONAL PEOPLE IN YOUR LIFE JUST HOW IMPORTANT THEY ARE.
These resin figurines adorned with carved reflections will serve as reminders of your love and admiration for them every day.

FRIEND, YOU HAVE TOUCHED MY HEART
This Barbara Lloyd-designed cutie tucks into any space and radiates joy! Resin. 5"
CU8120580 Retail $12.99 $9.99

BY YOUR SIDE
By Barbara Lloyd. Made of resin. 7"
CU12630X Retail $19.99 $16.99

FOUNDATIONS’ RETIREMENT ANGEL
Crafted resin with crystal accents, designed by Karen Hahn. 9¼"
CU4036736 Retail $49.99 $42.99

MAY THERE ALWAYS BE AN ANGEL BY YOUR SIDE

CLOSE YOUR EYES; CLEAR YOUR MIND;
AND THINK OF ALL THE JOURNEYS IN WHICH YOU CHOSE TO IMPACT;
AND ...
REUSABLE ECO TOTES

Shop responsibly . . . and with style! Handy eco-friendly bags fold flat and hold up to 20 pounds. 12½" x 12" x 6½"

A. CU239318 Woman of Faith (Hebrews 11:1)
B. CU312240 All Things Work Together
C. CU27346X For God So Loved the World (John 3:16)
D. CU227339 Strength & Dignity (Proverbs 31:25)
E. CU227315 All Things Are Possible (Matthew 19:26)
F. CU227308 I Can Do All Things (Philippians 4:13)
G. CU264571 The Joy of the Lord Is My Strength (Nehemiah 8:10)
H. CU227322 Be Still (Psalm 46:10)
I. CU79094X Be Strong in the Lord (Ephesians 6:10)
J. CU79732X I Will Sing! (Psalm 108:1)
K. CU312212 Be Strong, Be Brave, Be Fearless (Joshua 1:9)
L. CU237941 Every Good and Perfect Gift (James 1:17)
M. CU264488 The Beauty of the Lord (Psalm 90:17)
N. CU97426 Seek the Lord and His Strength (Psalm 105:4)
O. CU264562 The Greatest of These Is Love (1 Corinthians 13:13)
**I LOVE JESUS—PAVÉ PIN**
Honor your faith with this glittering multi-hued pin. Gold tone. 1½” x 1”
CU096062 $3.99

**GLOW-IN-THE-DARK ZIPPER PULLS**
Bright idea! Clip these glowing dangle charms to any zipper. ½”
CU114834X Thy Word is a Lamp (Psalm 119:105)
CU127438X Make a Joyful Noise (Psalm 98:4)
CU154854 I Trust in You (Psalm 56:3)

**LAPEL PINS**
Subtle, elegant symbols—draw witness to your faith. ½” to ¾”
CU030200X Classic Cross
CU411001 Open Dove
CU428000 God Is Love
CU472701 Nail Cross
CU426001X “Joy” Musical Note
CU31700X G Clef & Cross
CU205320 Praying Hands
CU018661 Footprints

**FLEXIBLE COVER JOURNALS**
Perfect for sermon notes, prayer prompts, or personal reflections, these Scripture-accented journals are sized to fit in a Bible cover!
CU03408X The Lord’s Mercies (Lamentations 3:22–23)
CU03422X May the Lord Bless You (Numbers 6:24)
CU2127558 Strength and Dignity (Proverbs 31:25)

**CHUNKIE CARABINER 4-IN-1 PEN**
Take note! Chunky 4-color ballpoint pen with a gel grip and carabiner clip.
CU525010 $2.49

**LUXLEATHER BOOKMARKS**
Easily find your place—and stay inspired—with these imitation leather heat-debossed bookmarks with topstitching around the edges.
CU070141 Footprints
CU003568 The Names of God
CU131291 Be Strong and Courageous (Joshua 1:9)

**BOXES OF BLESSINGS: 101 MESSAGES OF HOPE AND ENCOURAGEMENT**
Give a box of blessings, hope, and inspiration! Each set includes 50 cards with biblical verses, quotations from well-known figures, and more. 2½” x 3¼”
CU029094 Promises from God for Women
CU088594 101 Promises from Psalms
CU715047 Blessings for a Woman’s Heart
CU714907 Favorite Bible Verses to Bless Your Heart

*From Stormie Omartian:*
CU715042X The Power of a Praying Woman
CU715087X The Power of a Praying Parent
CU15086X Prayers to Light Your Path
CU15043X Prayers for a Woman’s Heart

**BUY 3 OR MORE ASSORTED FROM PAGES 20 & 21 AND SAVE 50¢ EACH**

**BOXES OF BLESSINGS: 101 MESSAGES OF HOPE AND ENCOURAGEMENT**
Give a box of blessings, hope, and inspiration! Each set includes 50 cards with biblical verses, quotations from well-known figures, and more. 2½” x 3¼”
CU029094 Promises from God for Women
CU088594 101 Promises from Psalms
CU715047 Blessings for a Woman’s Heart
CU714907 Favorite Bible Verses to Bless Your Heart

*From Stormie Omartian:*
CU715042X The Power of a Praying Woman
CU715087X The Power of a Praying Parent
CU15086X Prayers to Light Your Path
CU15043X Prayers for a Woman’s Heart

**ORDINATE AT JUST $1.99!**

**ONLY $1.99 each**

**ONLY $3.99 each**

**ONLY $4.99 each**

**ONLY $4.99 each**
GOD’S WORD—PROMISE BOX
Keep inspiration within reach! 140 double-sided verse/prayer cards. Acrylic box measures 3¼ x 2¼ x 2¼.
CU9656 Retail $11.99 $9.99
See another promise box at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU9652X God’s Gifts $9.99

EVANGECUBE
Share the salvation message with visual help from this 7-picture cube! Easy-to-understand images convey key gospel points. English/Spanish instructions. 2¼ square.
CU777776 Retail $12.00 $8.99

VISOR CLIP MESSAGES
Steer your loved ones in the right direction! Pewter. 2¼ square. Made in the USA.
CU253314X For Police Officers
CU0080620 Sister, You’re Special
CU003310X Granddaughter, You Are Dear to Me
CU253291X For Nurses
CU003270X God Is a Prayer Away
CU001780X Motorist Prayer
CU003240X Life Is a Journey
CU002530X You Are Special
CU032300X Daughter, You Are Dear to Me

BREAD OF LIFE—PROMISE CARD TIN
Fill your soul with 100+ double-sided heartwarming Scripture-filled cards. Decorative tin measures 3¼ x 1¼.
CU131316 $7.99

SCRIPTURE REMINDER STONES
Rock-solid daily inspiration! Cast-stone shelf sitters measure 2¼ x 2¼ and feature engraved Scripture verses.
CU8769705 Be Strong (Joshua 1:9)
CU8769710 All Things Are Possible (Matthew 19:26)
CU8769709 Trust (Proverbs 3:5-6)
CU8769707 I Know the Plans (Jeremiah 29:11)
CU8769702 God of Hope (Romans 15:13)
CU8769703 Spirit of Power and Love (2 Timothy 1:7)

ONLY $1.00 each

Buy 3 or more assorted and
ONLY $7.99 each
(retail $9.99)

EVANGECUBE
Share the salvation message with visual help from this 7-picture cube! Easy-to-understand images convey key gospel points. English/Spanish instructions. 2¼ square.
CU777776 Retail $12.00 $8.99

VISOR CLIP MESSAGES
Steer your loved ones in the right direction! Pewter. 2¼ square. Made in the USA.
CU253314X For Police Officers
CU0080620 Sister, You’re Special
CU003310X Granddaughter, You Are Dear to Me
CU253291X For Nurses
CU003270X God Is a Prayer Away
CU001780X Motorist Prayer
CU003240X Life Is a Journey
CU002530X You Are Special
CU032300X Daughter, You Are Dear to Me

BREAD OF LIFE—PROMISE CARD TIN
Fill your soul with 100+ double-sided heartwarming Scripture-filled cards. Decorative tin measures 3¼ x 1¼.
CU131316 $7.99

SCRIPTURE REMINDER STONES
Rock-solid daily inspiration! Cast-stone shelf sitters measure 2¼ x 2¼ and feature engraved Scripture verses.
CU8769705 Be Strong (Joshua 1:9)
CU8769710 All Things Are Possible (Matthew 19:26)
CU8769709 Trust (Proverbs 3:5-6)
CU8769707 I Know the Plans (Jeremiah 29:11)
CU8769702 God of Hope (Romans 15:13)
CU8769703 Spirit of Power and Love (2 Timothy 1:7)
SEASONAL SONGBIRDS NOTEPAD SET
Boost your spirits each time you jot a reminder! Twelve colorful notepads feature songbirds and Scripture quotes.
CU20221X Retail $11.99 $9.99

MAN OF GOD—KEY RING
Honor the man in your life with this pewter key ring embossed with a cross! 1 1/4" diam.
CU376327 Retail $7.99 $6.99

BLESS ED IS THE ONE—ZIPPERED JOURNAL
Pray boldly—and preserve God’s faithful answers! Embellished with Scripture, this 6¼ x 8¼ lined journal zips closed for safekeeping.
CU726341 Retail $19.99 $9.99

BLESSED IS THE ONE—ZIPPERED JOURNAL
Pray boldly—and preserve God’s faithful answers! Embellished with Scripture, this 6¼ x 8¼ lined journal zips closed for safekeeping.
CU726341 Retail $19.99 $9.99

OUR DAILY BREAD—PROMISE BOX
This daily sustenance is nourishing for your soul. 120 cards with 240 Scripture verses. 4¼ x 2¼ x 2¼. Made in the USA.
CU9651X Retail $7.99 $6.99

COLORING CARD SETS
Bless someone’s day with a ready-to-color card!
Each set includes 44 designs. 4¼ x 3¼
CU143289 Faith, Hope, Love
CU713258 Colorful Blessings
CU13252X Creative Expressions
CU13524X Proverbs in Color
CU13523X Psalms in Color
View coloring cards for kids at Christianbook.com/gifts:
(retail $9.99) $8.99 each
CU143487 Bible Memory Verses Every Kid Should Know
CU143494 ABC Bible Fun

ONLY $6.99 each (retail $7.99)
RUSTIC GLAZED MUGS
Motivational messages to warm your heart. Pottery style 16 oz. mugs are microwave/dishwasher safe.
Pictured:
CU048250 Faith Makes Things Possible
CU048272 Always Know That You Are Loved Dearly
CU046537 Full Hands & Heart

SWEET FRIEND—CERAMIC MUG
Drink a toast to friendship . . . with a sweet message in the well. Ceramic 20 oz. mug. Microwave/dishwasher safe.
CU183060 Retail $15.99 $13.99

ONLY $12.99 each
(retail $19.99)

VIEW more at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU048333 When You Go Through Deep Waters
CU046553 By Small Means
CU046610 Having Hope

DAYBRIGHTENER 365-DAY PERPETUAL CALENDARS
Instant inspiration for every day! Spiral-bound calendars feature encouraging words and Scripture verses.
CU26083X You’ll Get Through This, Max Lucado
CU77872X God’s Promises Day by Day
CU603026 God’s Got It, Tony Evans
CU75621X Jesus Calling, Sarah Young
CU649837 Shine Bright Every Day
CU75668X Peanuts, Charles Schulz

ONLY $10.99 each
(retail $11.99)
The Gift That Keeps On Brewing

Warming lids double as protective coasters for these 14 oz. mugs!

- **Amazing Woman (Prov. 31:29)**
  - **CU578292**
  - **CU054468X**
  - **CU548516**
  - **CU568965**

- **You Are a Woman of Faith (2 Tim. 2:22)**
  - **CU568729**

- **Man of Faith (1 Tim. 6:11)**
  - **CU054468X**

- **Live with Purpose (Phil. 4:13)**
  - **CU54466X**

- **Beautiful Spirit (Prov. 3:16)**
  - **CU54572X**

- **God Bless My Sister (Phil. 1:3)**
  - **CU568965**

- **Prayer Changes Everything (1 Thess. 5:17)**
  - **CU52892X**

**Buy 3 or more assorted from pages 24 & 25 and SAVE $100 each**

**ONLY $12.99 each**
(retail $14.99)
About Your Order

Prices in this catalog are in U.S. dollars and guaranteed through August 31, 2024. If you order from this catalog after August 31, we will adjust to current prices if necessary.

Save and Sale Amounts are off publisher suggested retail prices.

Sorry, we cannot be responsible for typographical errors.

Backorders:

With the exception of prepublication orders and publishers’ out-of-stocks, we will refund if we can’t ship within 60 days. Backorders will be sent via Standard Shipping.

RETURNS POLICY

U.S. & CANADIAN CUSTOMERS:

1. New and unopened merchandise may be returned within 60 days of receipt for an exchange or refund of the merchandise cost only (we are unable to reimburse shipping costs). Items must be returned in unused/unmarked/ sellable condition.

2. VBS products have an extended return window beyond 60 days and may be returned after VBS ends, up to September 30 of the current year.

3. Two items sold as a prepackaged bundle or kit must be returned with all components in unused/unmarked/sellable condition.

4. If you receive a defective, damaged, or incorrectly shipped item from us, please email us (customer.service@christianbook.com) or call us (1-800-247-4784) so that we can fix this for you! We will gladly ship a replacement and assist you with your return.

5. Personalized items may not be returned for replacement or refund, unless the personalization or item is defective.

6. DVDs, CDs, computer software, or other media may be returned for refunds only if unopened. If opened, they may be returned only for replacement of the same item.

7. Any return that does not comply with the above policy may be rejected or may be subject to a restocking fee, at our discretion. In general, restocking fees start at 20% but may be significantly higher depending on the condition of the return.

INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS:

Please contact us (1-978-977-5000 or customer.service@christianbook.com) before returning any product.

SHIP YOUR RETURN VIA THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE:

Christianbook
Attention: Returns Department
P.O. Box 7000
Peabody, MA 01961-7000

California consumers are afforded certain rights under the California Consumer Privacy Act. For more information, contact us at our Customer Service phone number or email address, and/or visit www.christianbook.com/page/info/privacy-notice

Payment must accompany order. Sorry, our discount prices don’t permit billing or COD. We cannot accept payment by stamps. Overseas customers, your payment must be in U.S. funds on a U.S. bank. For the Canadian exchange rate, see Payment Options at Christianbook.com/FAQ or call 1-800-247-4784.

POSTAGE & HANDLING RATES

Do not include cost of products that qualify for free shipping in your calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER AMOUNT</th>
<th>STANDARD</th>
<th>GROUND</th>
<th>USPS PRIORITY</th>
<th>TWO DAY SERVICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to $20.00</td>
<td>$4.99</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20.01–$50.00</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50.01–$100.00</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100.01 and Up</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ground: Estimated 1 to 2 week delivery. Shipping carriers may vary.

Imprinting: add $7.99 per item (Additional charge for international shipping)

Payment Options at Christianbook.com/FAQ or call 1-800-247-4784.

CREDIT CARD INFORMATION

Payment by:

☐ check/money order/gift card

Credit Card Number—13 to 16 digits

Signature of Authorized Buyer

INFORMATION FOR PERSONALIZE YOUR PURCHASE WITH IMPRINTING

We can imprint most Bibles and books. Choose any of the four styles shown and fill out the “imprinting information” section; we’ll imprint the lower right corner. Maximum 26 characters (including spaces). Please call with any questions.

- Single item—$7.99 each + 10+, same imprint—$5.99 each

IMPRINTING INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock #</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Name/Initials to imprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Shipped to APO/FPO and U.S. Protectorates may require additional delivery days.
Special Keepsakes for Special Moments

HEAR OUR PRAYER—BRIDE AND GROOM FIGURINE
Celebrate their wedding day with this exquisitely detailed resin figurine! 6½" x 5½" x 4½"
CU320628 Retail $49.99 $34.99

CHERUB FIGURINES
A sweet ceramic trio! Set includes all three figures. 4" each.
CU190809 Retail $39.99 $34.99

FAMILY FIGURINE COLLECTION
Celebrate the priceless ties that link you! Susan Lordi’s expressive hand-carved resin figurines capture the depth of your love. From DEMDACO.
A. CU27095X My Sister, My Friend 44.99
B. CU262226 Close to Me 44.99
C. CU261021X Mother and Son 44.99
D. CU261816 Our Gift 49.99

WELCOME, JOY—2024 COMMEMORATIVE ORNAMENT
Celebrate 2024 milestones with this simple yet elegant joy-filled messenger! Approx. 4" tall. From DEMDACO.
CU711645 $22.99

WISDOM—FIGURINE
A graceful, contemplative keepsake to honor her love of learning! Approx. 4" tall. From DEMDACO.
CU261129 $27.99
**POWER IN THE NAME—TRAVEL UMBRELLA**
Rejoice in the rain with this 38" umbrella that folds to travel size. Matching sleeve.

CU230574 Retail $25.99 $22.99

**CHECKBOOK WALLET**
Features an interior slip pocket, three credit card slots, ID window, and divider for duplicate checks. 6½" x 3½"

CU093706 Be Still (Psalm 46:10)
CU0130258 All Things Through Christ (Philippians 4:13)
CU0137360 I Am with You Always (Matthew 28:20)

View more at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU122802X With God All Things Are Possible (Matthew 19:26), pink
CU13392X With God All Things Are Possible (Matthew 19:26), blue

ONLY $12.99 each (retail $14.99)

**COLORFUL COIN PURSES**
Pennies from heaven! Cute compact purses with uplifting sentiments, cross charm, and kiss-lock mechanism. 3½" x 2¼"

CU97299 Choose Joy
CU97318 Love Never Fails
CU97296 Count Your Blessings
CU97293 Trust in Him

ONLY $5.99 each (retail $6.99)

**SISTERS BY HEART—PEWTER ANGEL**
A heart-to-heart message-carried on heavenly wings! Crafted of lead-free pewter and easel backed. Gift boxed. 4½"

CU760850 Retail $17.99 $15.99

**GRACE—MANICURE SET**
Stay polished! Set includes mirror, emery board, nail clipper, tweezers, cuticle pusher, and 2¼" x 4¼" carrying case.

CU143195 Retail $12.99 $7.99

Buy 3 or more assorted and pay
ONLY $10.99 each

Add a little Faith to Your Style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Retail Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU97299</td>
<td>Choose Joy Coin Purse</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU97318</td>
<td>Love Never Fails Coin Purse</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU97296</td>
<td>Count Your Blessings Coin Purse</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU97293</td>
<td>Trust in Him Coin Purse</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grace. “It is the gift of God.”
Ephesians 2:8.
WINGS OF COMFORT—TEALIGHT HOLDER
Angelic, feather-textured wings enwrap a glass votive inset with Scripture-engraved base. Candle not included. 4¼“
CU96589 Retail $29.99 $24.99

EVER CHERISHED IN OUR HEARTS—PHOTO FRAME
Honor the memory of your loved one in a tangible, heart-lifting way! Easel-backed resin frame measures 7¼“ x 8¼“ and displays a 4” x 6” photo.
CU582161 Retail $23.99 $19.99

HEARTS OF HOPE SCRIpTURE STONES
Keep God’s Word close with these heart-shaped cast stones featuring engraved Scripture. 2¼“ x 2¼“
CU407404 Jeremiah 29:11 (NLT)
CU407355 Proverbs 3:5 (NLT)
CU407411 Matthew 19:26 (CSB)
CU407324 Romans 15:13 (NIV)
CU407386 1 Peter 5:7 (NIV)
View more at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU407379 Romans 8:28 (NKJV)
CU407423 Psalm 33:20 (NLT)
CU407317 Psalm 20:4 (NIV)
CU407352 Proverbs 27:9 (TPT)
CU407363 Philippians 1:7 (NLT)
CU407394 Galatians 6:9 (NLT)

MAKING THINGS EASY FOR MY FAMILY—RECORD BOOK, EXPANDED EDITION
Scripture insets inspire while you organize financial data, accomplishments, directives, and more. Includes pockets. 28 pages, softcover.
CU120700 Retail $13.99 $9.99
View more at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU702096 Appointment & Medical Info Organizer 13.99 9.99
CU609125 “What’s Due” Bill Payer 13.99 9.99
Large-print record books:
CU7410105 Password Book 9.99 7.99
CU609134 “What’s Due” Bill Payer 13.99 9.99
CU508192 Birthdays and Special Days to Remember Date Book 9.99 7.99

TO MY SON—FRAMED PRINT
A son is a very special gift. Easel back or ready to hang. From Larry Howland. 9½“ x 11⅜“. Made in the USA.
CU001130 Retail $39.99 $34.99
Also available:
CU001131 To My Daughter (with cream mat) 39.99 34.99

MAKING THINGS EASY FOR MY FAMILY—RECORD BOOK
Shelf-stable record book documents important records and information.
CU609125 “What’s Due” Bill Payer 13.99 9.99

HEARTS OF HOPE SCRIpTURE STONES
Keep God’s Word close with these heart-shaped cast stones featuring engraved Scripture. 2¼“ x 2¼“
CU407404 Jeremiah 29:11 (NLT)
CU407355 Proverbs 3:5 (NLT)
CU407411 Matthew 19:26 (CSB)
CU407324 Romans 15:13 (NIV)
CU407386 1 Peter 5:7 (NIV)
View more at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU407379 Romans 8:28 (NKJV)
CU407423 Psalm 33:20 (NLT)
CU407317 Psalm 20:4 (NIV)
CU407352 Proverbs 27:9 (TPT)
CU407363 Philippians 1:7 (NLT)
CU407394 Galatians 6:9 (NLT)

TO MY SON—FRAMED PRINT
A son is a very special gift. Easel back or ready to hang. From Larry Howland. 9½“ x 11⅜“. Made in the USA.
CU001130 Retail $39.99 $34.99
Also available:
CU001131 To My Daughter (with cream mat) 39.99 34.99

MAKING THINGS EASY FOR MY FAMILY—RECORD BOOK, EXPANDED EDITION
Scripture insets inspire while you organize financial data, accomplishments, directives, and more. Includes pockets. 28 pages, softcover.
CU120700 Retail $13.99 $9.99
View more at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU702096 Appointment & Medical Info Organizer 13.99 9.99
CU609125 “What’s Due” Bill Payer 13.99 9.99
Large-print record books:
CU7410105 Password Book 9.99 7.99
CU609134 “What’s Due” Bill Payer 13.99 9.99
CU508192 Birthdays and Special Days to Remember Date Book 9.99 7.99

GOODNIGHT PRAYER BEAR
Cuddly bear plays “Jesus Loves Me” and shuts off on a timer! Requires three AA batteries (included). 15”. Ages 1+
CU8768748 Retail $44.99 $39.99

PRECIOUS MOMENTS®
LUFFIE LAMB
This adorable plush lamb with embroidered teardrop eyes will become your child’s cherished favorite. 8½”. Ages 3+
CU157231 Retail $16.29 $13.99

JESUS LOVES ME—
MUSICAL LAMB
This enchanting lamb lulls little ones to sleep playing “Jesus Loves Me”! Embroidered infant-safe features. Surface-washable. Wind-up key. 10”. Ages 0+
CU206649 $22.99

LITTLE BLESSING—INFANT SOCKS
Keep tiny toes toasty! Darling pink or blue non-slip, cotton/French terry socks. Fits infants 3-12 months. Retail $6.99 $5.99 each
CU705649 Pink CU705663 Blue

LITTLE BLESSING—SWADDLE BLANKET
Swaddle your precious little one in a soft, breathable cotton/bamboo blend. Matching drawstring bag. 45” square
CU722399 Retail $18.99 $16.99

PRAYER BEAR
Squeeze his paws to hear “God in Heaven,” “The Lord’s Prayer,” “Mealtime Blessing,” and “Bedtime Prayer.” Embroidered details. 11”. Ages 3+
CU769696 Retail $28.00 $25.99

BABY MEMORY BOOKS
Sixty-four pages of Scripture and artwork help create a precious heirloom! Magnetic closure. Gift boxed. 9½” x 10½”
Retail $29.99 $27.99 each
CU364172X Our Baby Girl
CU364189X Our Baby Boy
**LULLABY DOG**
This adorable floppy-eared companion plays “Jesus Loves Me” for your little blessing! 15” long. Ages 1+
CU11989 Retail $29.99 $21.99

**LULLABY LAMB**
Little sleepyheads will drift off to lullaby echoes of “Jesus Loves Me.” 8”. Ages 1+
CU10368 Retail $19.99 $14.99

**LULLABY TEDDY**
Featuring baby-friendly embroidered details, this ultra-huggable plush bear plays “Jesus Loves Me”! 8”. Ages 1+
CU4053137 Retail $24.99 $16.99

**COMFORT IN THE WORD—EMBROIDERED BABY QUILTS**
Cradle little ones with love! 100% cotton, hypoallergenic, and machine washable. 40’’ x 45’’
CU669925 Pink
CU669915 Blue

ONLY $29.99 each (retail $49.99)

Personalize it!
Additional cost applies. For details, call Customer Service or go online.

For details, call Customer Service or go online.
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OVER-THE-DOOR HANGER FOR SMALL FLAGS
Add a splash of color! Holds any garden-sized flag. Crafted of powder-coated metal. 11½" tall.
CU610771 Retail $9.99 $8.99

Make every day a banner day! Hang one of these colorful flags over your front door and everyone will know that you and your house serve the Lord. Each flag is made of durable weather-resistant 100% polyester, so it will withstand the elements. Great for your home or church. Large flags measure approx. 28" x 44". Small flags measure approx. 12" x 16".

Showcase your faith!
CHRISTIANBOOK.COM/FLAGS

Small flags starting at just $9.99

Buy 3 or more assorted large flags and SAVE $1.00 each

Bless This Home by Abraham Hunter
CU527105 Large 22.99 $19.99
CU507100 Small 11.99 $9.99

Welcome (Summer Trio) by Sandy Clough
CU540045 Large 22.99 $19.99
CU530046 Small 11.99 $9.99

Every Day is a Blessing by Sandy Clough
CU22747 Large 22.99 $19.99
CU502741 Small 11.99 $9.99

Sunshine is My Favorite Color
CU540441 Large 22.99 $19.99
CU530440 Small 11.99 $9.99

Bless This Home by Sandy Clough
CU540045 Large 22.99 $19.99
CU530046 Small 11.99 $9.99

Scan to shop more flags and flag accessories
GOD BLESS AMERICA
BY JANE SHASKY
CU524519 Large 22.99 19.99
CU464516 Small 11.99 9.99

GOD SHED HIS GRACE ON THEE
BY BETH ALBERT
CU481810 Large 21.99 19.99
CU461814 Small 11.99 9.99

LOVE OF COUNTRY
BY JANET STEVER
CU526762 Large 22.99 19.99
CU506761 Small (glitter) 14.99 11.99

GOD IS WITH YOU
BY TRACY FLICKINGER
CU485101 Large 21.99 19.99
CU465105 Small 11.99 9.99

BEE KIND
BY DEBORAH BROWN
CU518693 Large 22.99 19.99
CU508697 Small 11.99 9.99

WELCOME, FRIENDS
BY SANDY CLOUGH
CU491637 Large 21.99 19.99
CU501633 Small 11.99 9.99

EVERY DAY IS A GIFT
BY JOY HALL
CU489566 Large 21.99 19.99
CU519560 Small 11.99 9.99

BLESS THIS HOME
BY TRACY FLICKINGER
CU529812 Large 22.99 19.99
CU509813 Small 11.99 9.99

GOD BLESS AMERICA
BY JANE SHASKY
CU481413 Large 22.99 19.99
CU503416 Small 11.99 10.99

OUR REFUGE AND STRENGTH
BY JON RATTENBURG
CU481652 Large 21.99 19.99
CU461652 Small 11.99 9.99

WITH GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE
BY TINA WENKE
CU481393 Large 21.99 19.99
CU461395 Small 11.99 9.99

WELCOME TO THE COUNTRY
BY JON RATTENBURG
CU527466 Large 22.99 19.99
CU507462 Small 11.99 9.99

BE STILL AND KNOW
BY LYNNEA WASHBURN
CU510195 Large 21.99 19.99
CU490197 Small 11.99 9.99

WINTER BLESSINGS
BY SAM TIMM
CU513030 Large 21.99 19.99
CU493037 Small 11.99 9.99

GOD SHED HIS GRACE ON THEE
BY BETH ALBERT
CU481810 Large 21.99 19.99
CU461814 Small 11.99 9.99

OUR REFUGE AND STRENGTH
BY JON RATTENBURG
CU481652 Large 21.99 19.99
CU461652 Small 11.99 9.99

WITH GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE
BY TINA WENKE
CU481393 Large 21.99 19.99
CU461395 Small 11.99 9.99

WELCOME TO THE COUNTRY
BY JON RATTENBURG
CU527466 Large 22.99 19.99
CU507462 Small 11.99 9.99

BE STILL AND KNOW
BY LYNNEA WASHBURN
CU510195 Large 21.99 19.99
CU490197 Small 11.99 9.99

WINTER BLESSINGS
BY SAM TIMM
CU513030 Large 21.99 19.99
CU493037 Small 11.99 9.99

GOD BLESS AMERICA
BY JANE SHASKY
CU481413 Large 22.99 19.99
CU503416 Small 11.99 10.99

OUR REFUGE AND STRENGTH
BY JON RATTENBURG
CU481652 Large 21.99 19.99
CU461652 Small 11.99 9.99

WITH GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE
BY TINA WENKE
CU481393 Large 21.99 19.99
CU461395 Small 11.99 9.99

WELCOME TO THE COUNTRY
BY JON RATTENBURG
CU527466 Large 22.99 19.99
CU507462 Small 11.99 9.99

BE STILL AND KNOW
BY LYNNEA WASHBURN
CU510195 Large 21.99 19.99
CU490197 Small 11.99 9.99

WINTER BLESSINGS
BY SAM TIMM
CU513030 Large 21.99 19.99
CU493037 Small 11.99 9.99
30' SONNET WIND CHIMES
Rich music will fill the air—and your heart. Engraved anodized-finish aluminum. For indoor or outdoor use. 30” long and 2” in diameter.
A. CU606681 Amazing Grace (rose gold)
B. CU629556 In Angels’ Arms (silver)
C. CU629573 23rd Psalm (silver)

TO EVERYTHING THERE IS A SEASON—WIND CHIMES
Measures 30” tall. CU98259

WOOD & COPPER DECORATIVE LED LANTERNS
Elegant flameless lanterns feature built-in automatic timer. Require three AAA batteries (not included). Indoor use only. 6¼ x 13½”
Everyday:
CUS74354 We Are Blessed with His Light and His Love
CUS74365 The Lord’s Prayer Remembrance:
CUS74363 When Someone You Love Becomes a Memory
CUS7447X They Walk Beside Us
CUS74478 Because Someone We Love Is in Heaven
CUS74484 In Loving Memory

SHINE YOUR LIGHT

TOP GIFT-GIVING Ideas
WOODEN WALL CROSS WITH COPPER WIRE HEART
A stirring emblem of God’s sacrifice—and our calling to shower others with that same affection. Gift boxed. 11" x 17½”
CU362131 Retail $59.99 $49.99

PHRASES OF FAITH
CERAMIC MUGS, SET OF 4
13 oz. mugs.
CU0137721 Retail $39.99 $34.99

To have and to hold. From this day forward. “Love is patient, love is kind, love never fails. . . .” 1 Cor. 13.

WEDDING BOWL
An elegant keepsake that newlyweds will cherish for years to come! Ceramic bowl features gold-tone trim. Hand wash. 8" diameter.
CU95648 Retail $44.99 $34.99

GENUINE LEATHER WALLETS
Distinguished accessories that witness to where your real treasure is stored! Trifold design measures 3½" x 4¼", bifold is approx. 5" x 4½. Fully lined. Gift boxed.

Bifold wallets:
CU124578X Courageous (Joshua 1:9)
CU086814 Cross Medallion
CU086821 Soaring Eagle (Isaiah 40:31)

Trifold wallets:
CU087347 Jesus Cross
CU110502X On Wings Like Eagles (Isaiah 40:31)
CU117037X Cross Trio Medallion

CUSTOMER FAVORITE!

BESTSELLER!

SALE
15%

ONLY $29.99 each (retail $34.99)
CREATE A GRATEFUL Table...

LOVE NEVER FAILS—SOUP BOWL & SPOON SET
This 12½ oz. double-handled ceramic bowl and spoon holds many blessings. Gift boxed. Microwave and dishwasher safe.
CU053211 Retail $14.99 $11.99

Find more choices at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU053150 Give Thanks to the Lord (Psalm 106:1)
CU053167 Blessings Come in Many Ways
CU053174 As for Me and My House (Joshua 24:15)
CU053181X Don’t Worry About Anything (Philippians 4:6)
CU053204 Live Simply, Love Generously

CU053150X Give Thanks to the Lord (Psalm 106:1)
CU053167X Blessings Come in Many Ways
CU053174X As for Me and My House (Joshua 24:15)
CU053181XX Don’t Worry About Anything (Philippians 4:6)
CU053204X Live Simply, Love Generously

TEMPERED GLASS CUTTING BOARDS
She’s a cut above the rest! Tempered glass cutting board. Gift boxed. 15 ⅞ x 11 ¼”
CU54571X Blessed Is She 19.99 16.99
CU494490 Recipe for an Amazing Woman 19.99 16.99
CU054523X Blessed Are Grandmothers 19.99 16.99
CU48601X In This Home 19.99 16.99

Bowl Set
CU053211 Retail $14.99 $11.99

CERAMIC BOWL
Beautifully handpainted centerpiece—inside and out! Hand wash only. 11” in diameter.
CU39668 Retail $49.99 $29.99

BOWL SET
Faith-filled set of colorful ceramic stacking bowls with ventable lids. Microwave safe. Hand wash.
CU97459 Retail $39.99 $24.99

COVERED SINGLE-SERVING BOWL
Generously crafted 28 oz. ceramic bowl with plastic venting lid. Hand wash. 5¼” in diameter.
CU97826 Retail $24.99 $21.99

“Fruit of the Spirit is love, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control.”
Galatians 5:22–23.
TASTE AND SEE—CERAMIC BOWL SET
Serve dishes with seasoned Scripture! This trio of ceramic dishes with ventable plastic lids hold 30 oz., 16 oz., and 8 oz. Microwave safe. Hand wash.
CU98149 Retail $39.99 $24.99

TASTE AND SEE—COVERED SOUP BOWL
28 oz. ceramic bowl, vacuum-seal lid included. Microwave safe. Hand wash recommended.
CU98146 Retail $19.99 $16.99

“Taste and see that the Lord is good. Blessed is the one who takes refuge in him.” Psalm 34:8 (outside). “Taste and see that the Lord is good.” Psalm 34:8 (inside).

BLESS BEYOND MEASURE—BAKING TOOLS
Bake love into every bite! Spoons are zinc alloy; cups are stainless steel with zinc alloy handles.
CU96179 Measuring Spoon Set 17.99 $12.99
CU96194 Measuring Cup Set 24.99 $12.99
CU961941 Buy both and SAVE! 42.99 $32.99

KITCHEN LINENS
Celebrate the founder of the feast with these special pieces! 100% cotton.
CU97674 Apron 16.99 $14.99
CU97666 Dish/Tea Towel 7.99 $6.99
CU97666X Buy both and SAVE! 24.98 $19.99

SALT & PEPPER SHAKER SET
Season your family’s meals—and lives—with the message of Psalm 34:8 blessing your kitchen table. Hand wash. 3”
CU96816 Retail $19.99 $12.99

MEASURING CUPS
CU98165 Retail $29.99 $23.99

...AND A SPICE-FILLED Home!

Taste and See that the Lord is Good
Psalm 34:8

Christianbook EXCLUSIVE

Christianbook EXCLUSIVE

Christianbook EXCLUSIVE

BLESSED BEYOND MEASURE—BAKING TOOLS
Bake love into every bite! Spoons are zinc alloy; cups are stainless steel with zinc alloy handles.
CU96179 Measuring Spoon Set 17.99 $12.99
CU96194 Measuring Cup Set 24.99 $12.99
CU961941 Buy both and SAVE! 42.99 $32.99

“Taste and see that the Lord is good. Blessed is the one who takes refuge in him.” Psalm 34:8 (outside). “Taste and see that the Lord is good.” Psalm 34:8 (inside).

TASTE AND SEE—CERAMIC BOWL SET
Serve dishes with seasoned Scripture! This trio of ceramic dishes with ventable plastic lids hold 30 oz., 16 oz., and 8 oz. Microwave safe. Hand wash.
CU98149 Retail $39.99 $24.99

TASTE AND SEE—COVERED SOUP BOWL
28 oz. ceramic bowl, vacuum-seal lid included. Microwave safe. Hand wash recommended.
CU98146 Retail $19.99 $16.99

Christianbook EXCLUSIVE

Christianbook EXCLUSIVE

Christianbook EXCLUSIVE
ACCENT YOUR HOME WITH Faith!

HAVE FAITH—COASTER SET
Proclaim your faith and protect your tabletop with these four decorative cork-backed absorbent stoneware coasters. Measure 4" square.
CU722940 Retail $12.99 $10.99

TEA BAG STORAGE BOX
Sweeten a connoisseur’s collection! Features Psalm 23:5 (NLT). 9" x 8" x 4" (closed). Tea bags not included.
CU96772 Retail $39.99 $24.99

LET ALL THAT YOU DO BE DONE IN LOVE COLLECTION
Gentle reminder about what’s important. Made of 100% cotton, these soft accessories will win them over!
CU97897 Apron 19.99 15.99
CU97915 Tote Bag 19.99 12.99

FLORAL INSPIRATIONS CERAMIC MUG SET
13 oz. mugs.
CU13262X Retail $39.99 $34.99

BLUE BIRDS & BOTANICALS CERAMIC MUG SET
12 oz. mugs.
CU0101193 Retail $39.99 $34.99

WOMAN OF FAITH MIXING BOWL
Celebrate her with this ceramic farmhouse-styled mixing bowl! Holds 8 cups and is safe in the oven, microwave, and dishwasher. Gift boxed.
CU566640 Retail $35.99 $29.99
View a matching piece online at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU565544 Utensil Crock 26.99 22.99
**BE STILL AND KNOW—PALLET ART**
Add casual warmth and inspiration to your home with this homespun pallet art. Measures 14" x 24" and features a sawtooth hanger.
CU184615 Retail $43.99 $37.99

**ON THE JOURNEY—WALL PLAQUE**
Encouragement and inspiration for your Christian walk! Featuring Scripture references mounted below each prayer, this rustic wood accent measures 8¼" x 16¾".
CU450257 Retail $26.99 $24.99
Compact size with easel back for desktop:
CU450246 Small (5" x 10") 18.99 16.99

**MARRIAGE PRAYER—WOOD PLAQUE**
A trendy gift for the happy couple, this mounted print comes ready to hang. Gift boxed and measures 5¼" x 12". Made in the USA.
CU088049 Retail $21.99 $19.99
View more at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU087381 Friends Are a Gift from God 21.99 19.99

**AS FOR ME AND MY HOUSE—ENGRAVED MIRROR**
Every glance into this gorgeous handcrafted wooden mirror will focus your family’s hearts on what’s most important. Approx. 36¼" x 27¼". Handcrafted in the USA.
CU107164X Retail $179.99 $152.99

**HOW MAJESTIC—PALLET ART**
Marvel at God’s “great outdoors”—while snug at home! Kiln-dried wood evokes a snow-capped, sparkling wilderness. 24" x 14"
CU231143 Retail $43.99 $37.99
INSPIRE YOUR SPACE

I HAVE FOUND THE ONE—FRAMED DÉCOR
Handcrafted farmhouse décor with simple rustic beauty. Made of natural stained pine and made in the USA. 20¼" x 13¼"
CU281615 Retail $34.99 $29.99

THE TWENTY-THIRD PSALM—COTTON TAPESTRY THROW
Our cuddly 100% cotton throw features the complete KJV text of Psalm 23. Machine wash/dry. 51" x 68". Made in the USA.
CU224620 Retail $69.99 $54.99

LIGHTHOUSE ACCENT LAMP
Let the light reassure your choices. Handpainted ceramic lamp includes a 15-watt bulb. 12"
CU29047 Retail $49.99 $39.99

TISSUE HOLDER BASKETS
May God bless you with every tissue! Fiberboard-topped wicker with removable and washable cotton liners. 5¼" x 6¼" x 5¼"
Retail $29.99 $24.99 each
CU97797 Black lining CU97798 White lining

BLESS YOU AND KEEP YOU—COTTON THROW
Feel the warmth of the sunrise when you wrap up in this 100% cotton throw! Machine washable. 50" x 60"
CU282463 Retail $64.99 $54.99

“**The Lord bless you and keep you; the **Lord make his face shine on you and be gracious to you; the **Lord turn his face toward you and give you peace.”  
**Numbers 6:24-26.**

BLESS YOU AND KEEP YOU—COTTON THROW
Feel the warmth of the sunrise when you wrap up in this 100% cotton throw! Machine washable. 50" x 60"
CU282463 Retail $64.99 $54.99
AS FOR ME AND MY HOUSE—INSPIRATIONAL NON-SLIP DOORMAT
Warmly welcome guests into your home. Polyester with rubber non-slip backing. 27½ x 17½
Retail $24.99  $19.99 each
CU95436  Tan    CU95439  Gray

BE STRONG & COURAGEOUS—PALLET ART
A powerful promise to display in your home! This rustic plaque measures 14" x 24" and is ready to hang.
CU184800 Retail $49.99  $37.99

OUR FAMILY WILL—WALL PLAQUE
This sweet rustic-style wood plaque notes Scripture references under each promise. 8½" x 16½
CU450146 Retail $26.99  $24.99
View more sizes at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU450177 Large Wall Plaque (15¼" x 29")  49.99  39.99
CU450139 Desktop Plaque (5½" x 10")  17.99  15.99
Also available in a Spanish version:
CU178840 Wall Plaque (8½" x 16½")  36.99  31.99
CU178831 Desktop Plaque (5¼" x 10")  21.99  18.99

HE GUIDES—SAILBOAT SCULPTURE
Let God's Spirit fill your sails! Cast-stone sculpture features a bronze-tone finish and felt base. 4½" x 5½" x 2¼"
CU201604 Retail $23.99  $19.99
View another at Christianbook.com/gifts:
CU201595 Stand Firm (1 Corinthians 15:58)  23.99  19.99

NAMES OF JESUS—TABLETOP CROSS
Stone-like display highlighting the multiple names of Jesus. Made of resin. Gift boxed. 3¼" x 5½"
CU284837 Retail $21.99  $18.99

CHRISTIANBOOK EXCLUSIVE
Lighthouse Pillow
Enrich your decor with this nautical-themed reminder. Measures 11¼" square with zipper closure and braided cord trim.
CU98145 Retail $27.99  $19.99
All New BLESSINGS FOR YOUR HOME!

AMAZING WOMAN—UTENSIL ORGANIZER
Get cooking with this organizer that lists ingredients for the “Recipe For An Amazing Woman” on each side. Metal. 5" x 5" x 7"
CU1090000 Retail $23.99 $19.99

DONE IN LOVE—CERAMIC MUG
Wake up to soul-stirring words of wisdom! Adorned with Scripture verses, this striking ceramic mug holds 19 ounces. Dishwasher/microwave safe.
CU185260 Retail $19.99 $16.99

AMAZING WOMAN—PORTABLE TRAY
Beautiful white tray shares a hand-tied Bible verse. Wood/metal. 16 1/4" x 13" x 2 1/4"
CU513863 Retail $64.99 $55.99

GOD BLESS THIS AMAZING CHEF—WALL PLAQUE
Hang this tasteful plaque in your kitchen to show you’re serving up love and laughter. Ready to hang. Display only. Sublimated MDF. 7 1/2" x 13 1/4" x 1/8"
CU131148 Retail $21.99 $18.99

LOVE EACH OTHER DEEPLY—PORTABLE TRAY
Beautiful white tray shares a hand-tied Bible verse. Wood/metal. 16 1/4" x 13" x 2 1/4"
CU513863 Retail $64.99 $55.99

STRENGTH FOR TODAY—TEXTURED VASE
A delightfully elegant gift with the message of inspiration for your loved ones. Ceramic. 4" x 5"
CU513339 Retail $32.99 $28.99
LIVE A LIFE FILLED WITH LOVE—PORTABLE TRAY
Share functional encouragement! This versatile piece can serve as a plant holder, bathroom organizer, or serving tray. Wood/metal. 16" x 16" x 2½"
CU513853 Retail $64.99 $55.99

MOUNTAIN MOVER—CERAMIC MUG
Coffee may “jump-start” your day—but God’s way-making, chain-breaking, mountain-moving power works miracles! Ceramic mug holds 19 ounces. Dishwasher/microwave safe.
CU185277 Retail $19.99 $16.99

PEACE FOR TODAY—FRAMED ART
Give friends and loved ones a constant, calming message of peace with this distinctive framed declaration! 20" x 30"
CU41210X Retail $119.99 $101.99

MOUNTAIN MOVER—TABLETOP PLAQUE
No matter the circumstance—God promises to make a way with his faithfulness! Resin. 6" x 8½"
CU5450474 Retail $34.99 $29.99

GREAT PLANS FOR MY LIFE—FRAMED ART
Apply these daily truths to your heart as a reminder of how precious you are to God! 40" x 20"
CU41209X Retail $59.99 $49.99
THE CHOSEN—DVD SERIES
Experience the phenomenon! The first multiseason show in entertainment history about the life of Christ and his disciples.

**DVD edition:**
- CU228090 Season 4: 29.99
- CU227628 Season 3: 29.99
- CU157272 Season 2: 29.99
- CU017008X Season 1: 29.99
- CU450943 Buy all four and SAVE! 119.96

**Blu-ray edition:**
- CU228093 Season 4: 34.99
- CU227630 Season 3: 34.99
- CU157273 Season 2: 34.99
- CU017015X Season 1: 34.99
- CU450944 Buy all four and SAVE! 139.96

**SEASON 4 COMING IN MAY!**

THREE FISH—SHORT-SLEEVE T-SHIRTS
50/25/25 polyester/cotton/ rayon blend.

**Short-sleeve tee (adult regular fit):**
- CU6626XX Black Heather, XX-Large (50–52): 29.99
- CU6626X3 Black Heather, 3X-Large (54–56): 29.99

**Short-sleeve tee (youth sizes regular fit):**
- CU8002YS Black Heather, Small (6–8): $29.99 each
- CU8002YM Black Heather, Medium (10–12): $29.99 each
- CU8002YL Black Heather, Large (14–16): $29.99 each

AGAINST THE CURRENT—SHORT-SLEEVE T-SHIRTS

**Short-sleeve tee (adult regular fit):**
- CU161093 Teal, Medium (38–41): 26.99
- CU161107 Teal, Large (42–45): 26.99
- CU160945 Teal, X-Large (46–49): 26.99
- CU160959 Teal, XX-Large (50–53): 29.99
- CU160974 Teal, 3X-Large (54–57): 29.99
- CU161116 Black Heather, Small: 26.99
- CU160952 Black Heather, Medium: 26.99
- CU160986 Black Heather, Large: 26.99
- CU160976 Black Heather, X-Large: 26.99
- CU160998 Black Heather, XX-Large: 29.99
- CU161015 Black Heather, 3X-Large: 29.99

**Short-sleeve tee (youth sizes):**
- CU161086 Teal, Small (6–8): 26.99 each
- CU161138 Teal, Medium (10–12): 26.99 each
- CU161164 Teal, Large (14–16): 26.99 each
- CU161024 Black Heather, Small: 26.99 each
- CU161046 Black Heather, Medium: 26.99 each

AGAINST THE CURRENT—LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRTS
Long-sleeve tee (adult regular fit):
- CU161147 Teal, Small (35–37): 30.99
- CU160948 Teal, Medium (38–40): 30.99
- CU160961 Teal, Large (41–43): 30.99
- CU160983 Teal, X-Large (44–46): 30.99
- CU160997 Teal, XX-Large (47–49): 34.99
- CU161009 Teal, 3X-Large (50–53): 34.99
- CU160964 Black Heather, Small: 30.99
- CU160988 Black Heather, Medium: 30.99
- CU161007 Black Heather, Large: 30.99
- CU161018 Black Heather, X-Large: 30.99
- CU161026 Black Heather, XX-Large: 34.99
- CU161058 Black Heather, 3X-Large: 34.99

**Long-sleeve tee (youth sizes):**
- CU161149 Teal, Small (6–8): $31.49 each
- CU160967 Teal, Medium (10–12): $31.49 each
- CU160981 Teal, Large (14–16): $31.49 each
- CU161062 Black Heather, Small: $31.49 each
- CU161087 Black Heather, Medium: $31.49 each
- CU161137 Black Heather, Large: $31.49 each

MORE CHOSEN PRODUCTS AVAILABLE AT CHRISTIANBOOK.COM/CHOSEN
MY FATHER CARES FOR ME—T-SHIRT
Clothe yourself in radiant confidence! Remember your heavenly Father’s extravagant love all day long. 100% preshrunk cotton.

Adult regular tee:
- CU41026S Small (36–38) 16.99
- CU41026M Medium (38–40) 16.99
- CU41026L Large (42–44) 16.99
- CU41026XL X-Large (46–48) 16.99
- CU41026XX XX-Large (50–52) 18.99
- CU41026X3 3X-Large (54–56) 18.99

BECAUSE OF HIM—T-SHIRT
Testify to your faith in this handsome black T-shirt with its powerful cross design! 100% preshrunk cotton.

Adult regular tee:
- CU0482S Small (36–38) 14.99
- CU0482M Medium (38–40) 14.99
- CU0482L Large (42–44) 14.99
- CU0482XL X-Large (46–48) 17.99
- CU0482XX XX-Large (50–52) 17.99

“Amazing grace, how sweet the sound.”

MY SONG—T-SHIRT
Shout it, sing it, or share it on a T-shirt! 100% preshrunk cotton.

Adult regular tee:
- CU4376S Small (36–38) 16.99
- CU4376M Medium (38–40) 16.99
- CU4376L Large (42–44) 16.99
- CU4376XL X-Large (46–48) 18.99
- CU4376XX XX-Large (50–52) 21.99

HE COUNTS THE STARS—T-SHIRT
Be part of God’s pack! Slate blue. 100% preshrunk cotton.

Adult regular tee:
- CU4372S Small (36–38) 19.99
- CU4372M Medium (38–40) 19.99
- CU4372L Large (42–44) 19.99
- CU4372XL X-Large (46–48) 19.99
- CU4372XX XX-Large (50–52) 21.99
- CU4372X3 3X-Large (54–56) 23.99

“Amazing grace, how sweet the sound.”

“God’s got your back. Amen.”

NEW CAP STYLES
A comfortable cotton cap is a gift everybody needs—that’s sure to please!

(retail $24.99) \$21.99 each
- CU584552 Rejoice Always (Luke 1:47)
- CU584582 Rooted in Christ (Colossians 2:6-7)
- CU584644 Stand Strong in the Lord
- CU584593 In God We Trust

“Rejoice in the Lord always; again I say, rejoice.” Philippians 4:4.
Save 50% on Bible Gift Sets

NIV Bible Gift Set
Inspire their Scripture study! Includes a 6¼ x 9⅜ NIV Bible, journal, three prayer cards, inspirational stickers, and 25-page notepad.
CU161481 Imitation leather, orange
CU161478 Imitation leather, gray
CU161480 Imitation leather, navy blue
CU161479 Imitation leather, pink

ONLY $24.99 each (retail $49.99)

KJV Wonder Bible—Audio Player
Listen to the complete KJV Bible with this compact, portable device. Easily select any book or chapter. Charging cable/rechargeable lithium battery included.
CU049144 Retail $39.99 $33.99

KJV Deluxe Gift Bible with Zipper
Designed to commemorate the milestones in the life of any believer. 6½ x 9¾ x 1¼
CU728697 Soft leather-look, blue floral
CU728672 Soft leather-look, black

ONLY $21.99 each (retail $29.99)

KJV Large-Print Thinline Bible with Zipper
A Bible as unique as you are! Simply beautiful. 7 x 10 x 1¼
CU728713 Soft leather-look, blue floral

ONLY $24.99 each (retail $34.99)

Just for Them
THE BIBLE STUDY ORGANIZER & NOTEBOOK
Slip this annotated journal into your Bible cover and take note of inspiring sermons. 110 pages, spiralbound softcover.
CU84600 Retail $7.99 ONLY $6.99 each

MAGNETIC NOTEPAD & PEN GIFT SETS
These magnetic notepads with matching black-ink pens are a beautiful way to stay organized—and inspired! 70 pages each. 70 pages each. 3” x 6”
CU324275 Trust in the Lord (Prov. 3:5)
CU324282 Blessed Mom (Prov. 31:28)
CU325098 Rejoice Always (1 Thess. 5:16)
ONLY $4.99 each

“Thy word is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path.”

GOD LIGHTS OUR WAY—GLOW-IN-THE-DARK PEN
Easy to find and fun to use!
CU106334X ONLY $8.99 each

THREE-NOTEBOOK BUNDLES
Encouraging words, soothing colors, and coordinated designs make this trio a delight! Each book has 64 lined pages. 6” x 8½”
(retail $9.99) ONLY $8.99 each
CU144231 Grace (Psalm 91:4)
CU142374 Rejoice (Romans 12:12)
CU144245 Blessed (John 1:16)
CU0135895 Still, Strong, Joyful (Psalm 46:10)
Also available in a smaller size (5½” x 7½”):
CU0132368 Trust in the Lord (Proverbs 3:5)
CU0133587 Be Still and Know (Psalm 46:10)
CU0100073 Today I Will Choose Joy
CU002717 Strength & Dignity (Proverbs 31:25)

Spiralbound Gift Journals
Record your thoughts and prayers with inspiring Scripture verses. 6” x 8½” spiralbound hardcovers.
(retail $9.99) ONLY $8.99 each
CU722170 Be Still and Know (floral design; Psalm 46:10)
CU726336 He Gives Me New Strength (Psalm 23:3)
CU559031 Be Still and Know (starfish design; Psalm 46:10)
CU727233 God Works for the Good of Those Who Love Him (Romans 8:28)
**Bible Covers with style starting at just $9.99**

**PURSE-STYLE BIBLE COVERS**

Trendy wedge-shaped tote design with large outside pockets, zippered closure, elastic pen loop, and interior bookmark.

*Love the Lord with All Your Heart:*

- **A.** CU021565 Burgundy, Large (9 1/4" x 6 1/4")
  - CU021558 Burgundy, X-Large (10 1/4" x 7 1/4")

- **B.** CU021176 Black, Large
  - CU021169 Black, X-Large

*Names of Jesus:*

- **C.** CU023900 Tan/Brown, Large
  - CU023891 Tan/Brown, X-Large

- **D.** CU022463 Black, Large
  - CU022456 Black, X-Large

---

**ALWAYS BELIEVE—BIBLE COVER**

Featuring vintage postcard artistry on the front and back, this cover is a nature lover’s dream!

(retail $24.99) **$21.99 each**

- **CU257400** Medium (8" x 5"")
  - **CU257414** Large (9 1/4" x 7 1/4")

- **CU257423** X-Large (10 1/4" x 7 1/4")

---

**CREATED TO DO AMAZING THINGS—BIBLE COVER**

Distinctive elegance paired with scriptural affirmation! Imitation leather decorated with metallic gold embellishments.

(retail $24.99) **$21.99 each**

- **CU256919** Medium (8 1/4" x 5 1/4")
  - **CU256922** Large (9 1/4" x 6 1/4")
  - **CU256939** X-Large (10 1/4" x 7 1/4")

View a matching piece at Christianbook.com/gifts:

- **CU256943** Journal with Zipper 16.99 14.99

---

**TRI-FOLD ORGANIZER BIBLE COVERS**

Modern design loaded with extras—highlighter pen, notepad, cell phone pouch, interior slip pockets, credit card organizer, and more!

*Medium (fits up to 6 1/4" x 9 3/4" x 1 1/2”):*

- **CU013465** Blue floral (faith)
  - **CU013464** Blue floral (love)
  - **CU013463** Blue floral (joy)

*Large (fits up to 7" x 10 1/4" x 1 1/2”):*

- **CU013467** Purple floral (grace)
  - **CU013466** Purple floral (hope)
  - **CU013465** Purple floral (faith)

---

ONLY **$34.99** each (retail $39.99)

---

ONLY **$29.99** each (retail $39.99)
**AMAZING GRACE—PRINTED LINEN BIBLE COVER**
Natural canvas with imitation leather panel and handle, two interior pen loops, and gold metal zipper pull.
- CU323087 Medium (9 3/4" x 6 1/4") $29.99  **$25.99**
- CU323070X Large (10 3/4" x 7") $29.99  **$25.99**

**GRACE—FLORAL STITCH BIBLE COVER**
With its decorative stitching and inspirational accent, this soft-pink cover also makes a charming fashion statement!
- (retail $29.99) **$25.99 each**
  - CU0134171 Medium (9 1/4" x 6 1/4")
  - CU0134164 Large (10 1/4" x 7")

**WITH GOD ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE—BIBLE COVER**
Style and protection are standouts with this beautiful cover. Accented with silver foil embellishment, cross zipper pull, and more!
- (retail $29.99) **$25.99 each**
  - CU0134150 Medium (9 3/4" x 6 1/4")
  - CU0134270 Large (9 3/4" x 6 1/4")
  - CU13729X X-Large (10 1/4" x 7")

**GRACE—FLORAL STITCH BIBLE COVER**
With its decorative stitching and inspirational accent, this soft-pink cover also makes a charming fashion statement!
- (retail $29.99) **$25.99 each**
  - CU0134171 Medium (9 1/4" x 6 1/4")
  - CU0134164 Large (10 1/4" x 7")

**CANVAS ECONOMY BIBLE COVERS**
Our long-lasting covers feature rugged poly/canvas construction, embroidered cross design, zippered outer pocket, and more!
- **Only $9.99 each**
  - (retail $19.99)
  - Grays: CU97652 Medium (9" x 6")
  - CU97657 Wide Spine (9" x 6" x 2 1/4")
  - CU97653 Large (10" x 7")
  - CU97658 X-Large (11" x 7 1/4")
  - Burgundy: CU13699 Medium
  - CU13738 Large
  - CU13739 X-Large

**CANVAS ORGANIZER COVERS**
Includes a 3-color ballpoint pen, highlighter, and 5" x 7" notepad. Sturdy nylon handle.
- **Only $19.99 each**
  - (retail $34.99)
  - Black:
    - CU98168 Wide Spine (9 3/4" x 6 1/4" x 2 1/4")
    - CU98166 Large (10" x 7")
    - CU98167 X-Large (11" x 7 1/4")
  - Gray:
    - CU98187 Large
    - CU98196 X-Large

**Personalize Canvas Covers!**
Additional cost applies. For details, call Customer Service or go online.

**SAVO**
Buy 3 or more assorted and SAVE $100 each!
Fantastic Values on BIBLE ACCESSORIES!

BIBLE-BRITES HIGHLIGHTERS
Eight vibrantly hued, archival-quality dry highlighters won’t bleed through, fade, or smear. Includes plastic storage pouch.
CU792785 Retail $9.99 $8.99

BIBLE STUDY STICKY NOTES
Stick to your Bible-study goals with twenty-five 3/4” x 2 1/2” sticky notes, 5” x 3 1/2” notepad, and 125 multicolored arrow flags.
CU8765907 Retail $7.99 $6.99

THE BIBLE STUDY PEN
Light up your notes with blue, pink, and yellow underliners, plus a fine-point black pen. Cushion grip. Pocket clip. 5¼”
CU351441X $2.99

COMPLETE BIBLE MARKING KIT
Create an organized system for marking Scripture passages! Four double-ended highlighters, underliner, and 6” ruler.
CU6608 Retail $11.99 $10.99

BIBLE STUDY RULERS
These nifty rulers feature straight and scalloped edges for precise underlining. Use as bookmarks, too! 6”
99¢ each
CU105070 Books of the Bible
CU9549016 Books of the Bible, Flex-Style
CU538010X Romans Road

MAGNETIC PAGEMARKER ASSORTMENTS
Cute bookmarks feature photos, graphics, and Scripture quotations. Set of six assorted. 1¼” x 2½”
$3.99 each
A. CU095984 Puppy Inspirations II
B. CU095953 Classic Bible Verses
C. CU095960 Verses of Grace
100 FAVORITE BIBLE VERSES

BOOKMARK ASSORTMENT

Perfect giveaway! Each double-sided bookmark features encouraging Scripture. Fifty full-color designs, two of each. 2” x 6”

CU823662  Retail $19.99  $16.99

RAINFOREST BIBLE TABS

Confidently navigate Scripture! Tabs are pre-cut, self-adhesive, and printed front/back. Spanish and Catholic sets include apocryphal books. Made in the USA.

$4.99 each
CU858346  Standard Edition
CU858347X  Spanish Edition
CU858348X  Catholic Edition

The original versions are also available:
CU858331  Regular Size, gold
CU858339X  Regular Size, silver
CU858341  Large Print, gold
CU858344  Large Print, silver

BUTTERFLY BLESSINGS—MAGNETIC BOOKMARK SET

Inspiring words and Scripture verses enhance this collection of six magnetic placeholders. ¾” x 1”

CU7129801  $5.99

Buy 3 or more and pay ONLY $4.99 each

RAINBOW BIBLE TABS

Confidently navigate Scripture! Tabs are pre-cut, self-adhesive, and printed front/back. Spanish and Catholic sets include apocryphal books. Made in the USA.

$4.99 each
CU58346  Standard Edition
CU58347X  Spanish Edition
CU58348X  Catholic Edition

BIBLE STUDY ACCESSORIES

Tools to keep you organized and focused.

Gel highlighters:
A. CU8765914  Set of 6 (yellow, pink, purple, green, blue, orange)  9.99  $8.99
CU8765917  Set of 3 (yellow, pink, purple)  4.99
CU8765916  Set of 3 (yellow, green, pink)  4.99
CU8765915  Set of 3 (yellow, blue, orange)  4.99

Dry markers:
CU6609  8-Color Dry Mark Bible Highlighter Pen  33.99  $28.99
CU483037  Dry Highlighters, set of 6 (yellow, orange, pink, purple, blue, green)  7.99  6.99
B. CU14991  Dry Pencils, set of 4 (yellow, blue, pink, green)  12.99  $11.99
CU60256X  Dry Highlighter, yellow  2.99

Inductive Bible study tools:
C. CU030508  Pigma Pens for Inductive Bible Study, set of 8  34.99  $29.99
CU300549X  Pigma Bible Note Pens (005), set of 4  16.99  $14.99

“Blessed are the eyes that see.”  Luke 10:23.

BOOKMARK MAGNIFIER

Distortion-free magnifier features a 3x high-power lens and comes in a clear vinyl case.

CU881888  $1.99

Also available:
CU881406  Compact Magnifier Sheet (3½” x 5½”)  1.99
CU882304  Bible Magnifier 3-in-1 Tool  4.99

RAINBOW BIBLE TABS

Confidently navigate Scripture! Tabs are pre-cut, self-adhesive, and printed front/back. Spanish and Catholic sets include apocryphal books. Made in the USA.

$4.99 each
CU858346  Standard Edition
CU858347X  Spanish Edition
CU858348X  Catholic Edition

The original versions are also available:
CU858331  Regular Size, gold
CU858339X  Regular Size, silver
CU858341  Large Print, gold
CU858344  Large Print, silver

BUTTERFLY BLESSINGS—MAGNETIC BOOKMARK SET

Inspiring words and Scripture verses enhance this collection of six magnetic placeholders. ¾” x 1”

CU7129801  $5.99

Buy 3 or more and pay ONLY $4.99 each

RAINBOW BIBLE TABS

Confidently navigate Scripture! Tabs are pre-cut, self-adhesive, and printed front/back. Spanish and Catholic sets include apocryphal books. Made in the USA.

$4.99 each
CU858346  Standard Edition
CU858347X  Spanish Edition
CU858348X  Catholic Edition

The original versions are also available:
CU858331  Regular Size, gold
CU858339X  Regular Size, silver
CU858341  Large Print, gold
CU858344  Large Print, silver

BIBLE STUDY ACCESSORIES

Tools to keep you organized and focused.

Gel highlighters:
A. CU8765914  Set of 6 (yellow, pink, purple, green, blue, orange)  9.99  $8.99
CU8765917  Set of 3 (yellow, pink, purple)  4.99
CU8765916  Set of 3 (yellow, green, pink)  4.99
CU8765915  Set of 3 (yellow, blue, orange)  4.99

Dry markers:
CU6609  8-Color Dry Mark Bible Highlighter Pen  33.99  $28.99
CU483037  Dry Highlighters, set of 6 (yellow, orange, pink, purple, blue, green)  7.99  6.99
B. CU14991  Dry Pencils, set of 4 (yellow, blue, pink, green)  12.99  $11.99
CU60256X  Dry Highlighter, yellow  2.99

Inductive Bible study tools:
C. CU030508  Pigma Pens for Inductive Bible Study, set of 8  34.99  $29.99
CU300549X  Pigma Bible Note Pens (005), set of 4  16.99  $14.99

“Blessed are the eyes that see.”  Luke 10:23.

BOOKMARK MAGNIFIER

Distortion-free magnifier features a 3x high-power lens and comes in a clear vinyl case.

CU881888  $1.99

Also available:
CU881406  Compact Magnifier Sheet (3½” x 5½”)  1.99
CU882304  Bible Magnifier 3-in-1 Tool  4.99

"Blessed are the eyes that see."

BOOKMARK MAGNIFIER

Distortion-free magnifier features a 3x high-power lens and comes in a clear vinyl case.

CU881888  $1.99

Also available:
CU881406  Compact Magnifier Sheet (3½” x 5½”)  1.99
CU882304  Bible Magnifier 3-in-1 Tool  4.99

"Blessed are the eyes that see."

BOOKMARK MAGNIFIER

Distortion-free magnifier features a 3x high-power lens and comes in a clear vinyl case.

CU881888  $1.99

Also available:
CU881406  Compact Magnifier Sheet (3½” x 5½”)  1.99
CU882304  Bible Magnifier 3-in-1 Tool  4.99

"Blessed are the eyes that see."
Your one-stop shop for Bible covers & study accessories, starting at just 99¢

Christianbook.com
1-800-CHRISTIAN
P.O. Box 7000 • Peabody, MA 01961-7000

Your one-stop shop for Bible covers & study accessories, starting at just 99¢

CUST#
CAT#

Buy 3 or more assorted and SAVE $100 each

ONLY $19.99 each (retail $34.99)

ONLY $9.99 each (retail $19.99)

WORDKEEPER®

CANVAS ORGANIZER COVERS
These sturdy organizers include multiple pockets, a 3-color ballpoint pen, highlighter, 5” x 7” notepad, and strong nylon carrying handle.

Black:
CU98168 Wide Spine (9½” x 6½” x 2½”)
CU98166 Large (10” x 7”)
CU98167 X-Large (11” x 7½”)
Gray:
CU98187 Large
CU98196 X-Large

Burgundy:
CU98198 Large
CU98244 X-Large
Blue:
CU98176 Large
CU98179 X-Large

Personalize Canvas Covers! Additional cost applies. For details, call Customer Service or go online.

CANVAS ECONOMY BIBLE COVERS
Our long-lasting covers feature rugged poly/canvas construction, embroidered cross design, zippered outer pocket, and more!

Gray:
CU97652 Medium (9” x 6”)
CU97657 Wide Spine (9” x 6” x 2½”)
CU97653 Large (10” x 7”)
CU97658 X-Large (11” x 7½”)

Black:
CU13657 Medium
CU13676 Large
CU13692 X-Large

Navy blue:
CU13595 Medium
CU13597 Large
CU13638 X-Large

Burgundy:
CU13699 Medium
CU13738 Large
CU13739 X-Large

RAINBOW BIBLE TABS
Confidently navigate Scripture! Tabs are pre-cut, self-adhesive, and printed front/back. Made in the USA.
CU58346

ONLY $4.99 each

ONLY $8.99 each (retail $9.99)

GEL BIBLE HIGHLIGHTERS
One of our most popular Bible accessories! Set of six with an easy-store package.
CU8765914

BESTSELLER!

Christianbook.com
1-800-CHRISTIAN
(1-800-247-4784)